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ABSTRACT
We use optical and near-infrared star counts to explore the structure and dynamics of the Orion

Nebula Cluster (ONC). This very young (\1 Myr) cluster is not circularly symmetric in projection but is
elongated north-south in a manner similar to the molecular gas distribution in the region, suggesting
that the stellar system may still reÑect the geometry of the protocluster cloud. Azimuthally averaged
stellar source counts compare well with simple spherically symmetric, single-mass King cluster models.
The model Ðts suggest that the inner Trapezium region should be regarded as the core of the ONC, not
as a distinct entity as sometimes advocated. We estimate that the core radius of the cluster is 0.16È0.21
pc and that the central stellar density approaches 2 ] 104 stars pc~3. Adopting the stellar velocity dis-
persion from published proper-motion studies, virial equilibrium would require a total mass within
about 2 pc of the Trapezium of D4500 slightly more than twice the mass of the known stellarM

_
,

population and comparable to the estimated mass in molecular gas projected onto the same region of
the sky. If of the remaining molecular gas is converted into stars, thus adding to the bindingZ20%
mass, given that the present stellar population alone has a total energy close to zero, the ONC is likely
to produce a gravitationally bound cluster. The ONC also exhibits mass segregation, with the most
massive (Trapezium) stars clearly concentrated toward the center of the cluster and some evidence for
the degree of central concentration to decrease with decreasing mass down to 1È2 as would beM

_
,

expected for general mass segregation. Given the extreme youth of the stars compared with the estimated
range of collisional relaxation times, the mass segregation is unlikely to be the result of cluster relax-
ation. Instead, we suggest that the mass segregation reÑects a preference for higher mass stars to form in
dense, central cluster regions.
Subject headings : celestial mechanics, stellar dynamics È

open clusters and associations : individual (Orion Nebula Cluster) È stars : evolution

1. INTRODUCTION

The Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) is a star-forming site of
extraordinary interest. Relative proximity to the Sun
(d B 470 pc) combined with low extinction along the line of
sight mag for the massive Trapezium stars)(A

V
¹ 2.0

permits detailed studies of the ONC stellar population over
its full range in mass (D0.1È50 with a mean mass D0.8M

_
,

and age (\0.1È2 Myr, with a mean age of \1 Myr).M
_
)

conducted an extensive optical (I\ 17.5Hillenbrand (1997)
mag) photometric and spectroscopic investigation of ONC
members projected within D2.5 pc of h1 Ori C, locating 934
representative stars (B60% of the total optical sample) on a
theoretical H-R diagram and deriving their masses and ages
via comparison to preÈmain-sequence evolutionary calcu-
lations. Evidence was found for gradients with projected
cluster radius in both the mass and the age distributions,
with the cluster center dominated by the most massive and
the youngest stars. However, the optically visible popu-
lation represents ¹50% of the total stellar census known
from infrared surveys.

In this work we combine the optical source counts
assembled by with infrared sourceHillenbrand (1997)
counts from & DePoy and &Ali (1995) McCaughrean
Stau†er to explore the structure of the ONC region.(1994)
In particular, we wish to constrain the relationship between
the Trapezium core region (which often has been considered
a distinct entity in the past ; see & TerndrupHerbig 1986)

and the overall ONC. We also wish to understand the
origin of the apparent radial segregation in stellar mass and
stellar age in the ONC, as well as to speculate on the future
dynamical evolution of the cluster. We are motivated by the
fact that the high density of star formation and the large
number of stars present in the ONC suggest it may be a
protoÈopen clusterÈunlike the young stellar populations in
the closer, but signiÐcantly sparser, Taurus, Ophiuchus,
Lupus, and Chamaeleon star-forming regions. It is likely
that stellar populations formed in Taurus-like clouds are
bound only by the mass of the molecular gas with which
they are currently associated, and so only for the ¹10 Myr
lifetime of the molecular component. In contrast, the ¹1
Myr old ONC has already removed most of the gas near its
center (r ¹ 0.3 pc) via dissociation and ionization by the
massive stars. That its central density is approximately 2
orders of magnitude above that typical of older Galactic
open clusters suggests that the ONC could evolve into a
lower-density cluster (such as the Pleiades) in a few tens
of Myr. We may thus ask whether some portion of this
dense group of stars will produce an initially bound open
cluster even after all of the gas has been removed from the
system? Furthermore, we may ask whether the ONC might
contribute signiÐcantly to the Ðeld star population through
cluster evaporation over many hundreds of Myr and evolve
to a remnant open cluster (such as the Hyades). If so, the
ONC and other regions like it can be thought of as impor-
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tant starting points for investigation of the process of star
formation appropriate to both Galactic open cluster and
Ðeld star populations.

Determining the structure and dynamics of the ONC and
its central, dense Trapezium region is difficult for several
reasons. First, the bright, nonuniform nebulous background
and the extreme crowding hinder both the initial detection
of stellar sources and the derivation of good photometry for
them. As a result, surveys employing di†erent techniques, at
di†erent wavelengths of observation, with di†erent spatial
resolution, and over varying survey areas must be pieced
together to provide a comprehensive picture of star forma-
tion in the ONC region. Second, spatially variable extinc-
tion is troublesome because although the line-of-sight
extinction derived for many of the optical stars on the near
side of the cluster is relatively low, high molecular column
density behind the cluster corresponding to A

V
\ 50È100

mag of extinction et al. intro-(Bergin 1996 ; Castets 1990)
duces the difficulty of having to understand the spatial
overlap between the optical/infrared cluster and the high-
density background molecular cloud. This overlap is not at
all clear, at present. Third, this background gas constitutes
a signiÐcant amount of mass. Its spatial distribution on the
sky suggests that this gas contributes signiÐcantly to the
total gravitational potential and that additional star forma-
tion will occur in the next Myr or so, increasing the mass in
stars.

Given the above, it is difficult to assess the uncertainties
and possible incompleteness in our knowledge of the total
ONC stellar population. Nevertheless, as much recent
progress has been made in improving the stellar census, it is
worth making a preliminary investigation of ONC structure
and dynamics. In we describe the current ONC census° 2
data. In we present stellar surface density distributions° 3
that allow us to compare the optically visible and invisible
clusters and to conclude that they have the same two-
dimensional structure. In we review literature informa-° 4
tion on the cluster velocity dispersion, and in we describe° 5
Ðts of the ONC data to standard lowered isothermal sphere
cluster models. In we address the possibilities of cluster° 6
relaxation, mass segregation, and boundedness.

2. THE CURRENT ONC STELLAR CENSUS

In this section we review our knowledge of the optically
visible and the optically invisible (embedded) stellar popu-
lations in the ONC region. Deep imaging within the inner-
most few parsecs of the cluster over the past several years
has added considerably to the stellar census. We Ðnd that
the current database appears representative of the spatial
distribution of all cluster stars and that it is not grossly
incomplete.

As technology has improved with time, so have the stellar
census counts and stellar density estimates in the
Trapezium/ONC region. noted the exis-Trumpler (1931)
tence of the faint but dense stellar grouping associated with
the bright Trapezium stars and Ðrst called it the Trapezium
cluster. & Minkowski quantiÐed the extent ofBaade (1937)
the stellar population, Ðnding 80 stars in a 3@ diameter and
130 stars in a diameter, which they took as the cluster4@.6
size. The stellar surface density computed from these early
numbers is about 600 stars pc~2 inside a radius of 0.2 pc
and about 420 stars pc~2 inside a radius of 0.3 pc, which
approximates the expected 1/r relationship for surface
density in an isothermal cluster.

For several decades hence, the stellar population in the
inner ONC was not reexamined (although much work was
done in the outer regions ; see Parenago 1954 ; Walker 1969 ;

Then & Terndrup used redAndrews 1981). Herbig (1986)
CCD imaging to Ðnd 142 stars in a region 9.1 arcmin2 in
size (0.23 pc in equivalent radius) and computed a stellar
volume density of 2200 stars pc~3, making the Trapezium
cluster the densest nearby star-forming region known.1
Herbig & Terndrup also compared their optical with exist-
ing infrared magnitude distributions, to conclude that the
high stellar density was local to the Trapezium cluster itself
and not a product of contamination by stars located behind
the cluster in the molecular cloud. & WalkerJones (1988)
catalogued 1053 stars from red photographic plate material
over a 700 arcmin2 area. et al. used HSTProsser (1994)
imaging capabilities at the I band to Ðnd 319 stars (180 new)
in 12 arcmin2. Further HST imaging by & WongOÏDell

produced B120 new sources in the inner 50 arcmin2.(1996)
added 350 previously uncatalogedHillenbrand (1997)

optical stars over a 900 arcmin2 area. In the infrared,
used K-band imaging to Ðnd 500 starsMcCaughrean (1987)

within a 25 arcmin2 area, and & Stau†erMcCaughrean
used high-resolution near-infrared imaging to Ðnd(1994)

123 sources over 1.9 arcmin2. & DePoy cata-Ali (1995)2
loged 3548 stars over 1472 arcmin2 in the largest published
survey to date.

The deeper among these surveys have led to revised esti-
mates of the Trapezium cluster central stellar density. Using
Monte Carlo simulations to correct for the stars appearing
at smaller projected radii than their true central distances,

& Stau†er and et al.McCaughrean (1994) Stau†er (1994)
computed a peak volume density in the Trapezium of
B5 ] 104 stars pc~3 inside of 0.1 pc. McCaughrean &
Stau†er also estimated that the stellar volume density exter-
nal to this region appears to fall o† as 1/r2 over several
tenths of a parsec.

In the following analysis we consider two source samples
that extend over D2.5 pc in radius from h1 Ori C. Our
““ optical ÏÏ sample consists of 1578 sources taken from the
I-band surveys described above and is extensively discussed
in In the outer cluster regions where theHillenbrand (1997).
nebular background is not so bright, the photometric data-
base is reasonably complete down to ID 17.5 mag. In the
inner regions where deeper HST surveys have been con-
ducted, completeness extends to ID 19 mag. However, at
least for the ground-based data, the completeness for point
source detection is approximately 1.5 mag deeper than the
completeness for accurate photometry (based on experi-
mentation with the addition of artiÐcial stars to the images).
Thus, the variation in survey depth with cluster radius is
probably less severe than one might initially conclude. We

1 An updated stellar census (see below) conÐrms that the Trapezium
region is the densest of nearby star-forming regions. However, recent work
on the giant H II regions NGC 3603 in the Galaxy, R136a in the Large
Magellanic Cloud, and NGC 604 in M33Èincluding the resolution of
apparently single supermassive objects into dense clusters of massive
starsÈindicates these regions to be more dense than the Trapezium region
by factors of several, if it can be assumed that these more distant high-mass
clusters have complementary low-mass components with mass spectra like
that of the ONC.

2 Approximately 10% of the Ali & DePoy sources turn out to be dupli-
cates, that is, multiple positions quoted in their Table 2 that fall within 0A.5
of one another despite the platescale of their images. In all of these1A.5
cases, however, the photometric measurements are (nearly) identical, and
we could eliminate duplications.
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augment the ““ optical ÏÏ sample with an ““ infrared ÏÏ sample of
1997 sources taken from the K-band surveys described
above. As with the optical data, the infrared data are about
1.5 mag deeper in the inner regions than in the outer
regions, with the larger & DePoy survey repor-Ali (1995)
tedly complete to K \ 14.5 and the & Stauf-McCaughrean
fer survey over the inner 0.2 pc complete to K \ 16.(1994)
The ““ optical ÏÏ and ““ infrared ÏÏ data sets are mutually exclu-
sive.

Out to a radius of D2.5 pc from h1 Ori C, the current
cluster census numbers D3500 stars in total. Have all the
stars formed as part of the ONC now been detected? The
factor of 2 increase in source counts from the optical to the
infrared surveys suggest a substantial population of sources
with large values of extinction. This could mean that, in fact,
much of the stellar population does remain to be
uncovered ; alternatively, the infrared surveys may be
already beginning to probe the stellar distribution that is
located in the background cloud and that is not part of the
dynamical cluster. We argue that summing together exist-
ing optical and infrared databases provides a representa-
tive, relatively uncontaminated, and perhaps near-complete
picture of the ONC, for the following reasons :

1. Deep surveys in the inner cluster regions suggest
completeness.ÈLarge nebular background and extreme
stellar crowding dominate the problem of source detection
in the inner cluster. However, it is within the central region
of the ONC that the stellar population is sampled to the
faintest magnitudes and at the highest spatial resolution. In
this innermost region, the & Stau†erMcCaughrean (1994)
infrared survey found fainter, presumably more extincted,
stars than did the et al. and the &Prosser (1994) OÏDell
Wong optical surveys. However, the extra infrared(1996)
sources increased the census determined from optical data
over this region by only about 30%. Furthermore, the sharp
decline in the K-band magnitude function beyond K \ 13
mag found by et al. based on aMcCaughrean (1995),
0.7] 0.7 pc survey complete to K D 17 mag, suggests the
faint limit of the ONC population may have been detected.

2. Survey completeness in the outer cluster is only slightly
less than that in the inner cluster.ÈAlthough the

& Stau†er and et al.McCaughrean (1994) McCaughrean
surveys extend several magnitudes fainter than the(1995)

larger & DePoy survey, the sharp turnover in theAli (1995)
K-band magnitude function below K \ 13 mag, with less
than 1% of the McCaughrean & Stau†er sample fainter
than K \ 15 mag, suggests that the less deep Ali & DePoy
survey, complete to K \ 14.5 mag, is in fact not far from
being fully complete.

3. T here is no evidence for signiÐcant numbers of heavily
extincted stars.ÈWhile the large column density in the
molecular cloud behind the ONC is certainly e†ective in
suppressing contamination by any background population,
it is also capable of concealing some genuine cluster stars. If
a large number of cluster stars are in fact hidden within the

mag background molecular cloud, this couldA
V

B 50È100
compromise our goal of understanding the cluster dynamics
since the cluster potential could then be dominated by a
gaseousÈnot its stellarÈcomponent. The results of

suggest that the mean extinction for theHillenbrand (1997)
optically visible ONC population is mag, with fewA

V
[ 2.5

optical stars having mag. Extinction estimates forA
V

Z 5
the infrared sample can be estimated using JHK photo-
metry and the dereddening technique described by Meyer

assuming the infrared population has the same dis-(1996),
tribution of stellar ages as the optical population (see

et al. for a detailed description). The meanHillenbrand 1998
extinction so derived for the infrared sample is about a
factor of 3 higher than the mean extinction of the optical
sample, with a relatively small fraction of the infrared popu-
lation su†ering large extinction mag). However, as(A

V
Z 15

the infrared dereddening technique requires stars to have
photometry at the J, H, and K bands, the sources that are
faintest at K generally are not detected at shorter wave-
lengths in the current surveys and thus do not yet have
extinction estimates. Nevertheless, there is no indication at
present of rising source counts toward higher extinction
values (the extinction distribution for the total
optical] infrared sample is Ñat from mag andA

V
\ 0È8

then falls o† with increasing extinction to mag),A
V

D 15
and so we suspect that we are not seeing a substantial
number of stars located in the background molecular cloud
within the current database. Combined with the turnover in
the K-magnitude function, these estimates render it unlikely
that such a sample of heavily extincted stars even exists,
although deeper JHKL surveys would be required to
conÐrm this assertion.

4. T he projected spatial distributions of the optical and the
infrared sources are the same.ÈIf the gas and dust in the
vicinity hides much of the cluster rather than simply provid-
ing a background screen, one might expect to see di†erences
in the spatial distribution of the infrared and optical
sources. To explore this, we binned the star counts for the
optical-only and the infrared-only samples into pixels10A.8
and then smoothed with a two-dimensional symmetric
Gaussian proÐle of p \ 3 pixels to produce pixels.32A.4

(top and bottom panels) shows the spatial distribu-Figure 1
tions of these two smoothed samples, along with contours
drawn at factors of 2 in surface density. The panels display
very similar spatial structure. To quantify any di†erences
between the distributions, we divided the optical-only
image by the total image (optical] infrared ; see andFig. 3)
show the results in again with contours at factor ofFigure 2,
2 spacing in surface density. The divided image is remark-
ably uniform (except around the border, as a result of the
infrared survey area slightly exceeding the optical survey
area ; see and gives no hint that the spatial distribu-Fig. 1)
tion of the optical sample di†ers in any general way from
that of the total sample. Extinction features are apparent,
most noticeably the region of low counts in Figure 2
running diagonally southeast-northwest across the image
just north of the central Trapezium region. This ““ streak ÏÏ of
low optical source counts can be seen directly in the
unbinned optical data and most likely indicates a band of
higher extinction in this region. But even this most striking
feature does not a†ect the overall similarity of the structure
between the optical and the optical] infrared source count
distributions. Other strong minima in this divided image
are in regions of very low optical source counts and there-
fore are not statistically signiÐcant. In the innermost
regions, the optical source counts follow the
optical] infrared sample remarkably well. There is a
maximum in the relative number of optical source counts at
the very center (D70% of the total), where HST has provid-
ed the deepest optical data, as discussed above.

The above results are consistent with a picture in which a
large fraction of the stars in the ONC have been cataloged
in existing photometric databases. How complete are these
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FIG. 1.ÈSurface density distribution of stars for the optical-only
sample (top panel) and the infrared-only sample (bottom panel), selected and
smoothed with a Gaussian proÐle of width p B 32A, as described in the
text. Contours are shown every factor of 2 increase in surface density. The
area in each panel is 36] 36 arcmin2 centered at decl.\R.A.\ 83¡.8,

(B1@ west of h1 Ori C), with north up and east to the left.[5¡.4

databases in terms of stellar masses, stellar ages, and extinc-
tion? The optically visible stellar population includes stellar
masses extending down to and possibly below the
hydrogen-burning mass limit. The mass spectrum is roughly
consistent with (although di†erent in detail from) the Miller
& Scalo function, which has a median mass of 0.3(1979)

corresponding to a spectral type of M2 for an ageM
_

,
yr. A ““ typical ÏÏ ONC star has a slightly later spectral[106

type of M3ÈM4, and with a ““ typical ÏÏ hasA
V

D 1.3
V D 17.5, K D 12 at the distance of Orion for the 106 yr
isochrone. So outside the region where the deepest imaging
surveys have been conducted (i.e., at r [ 5@), if the optical
sample becomes incomplete below V D 19, ID 17.5

and if the infrared sample becomes(Hillenbrand 1997)
incomplete below K D 14.5 & DePoy but the(Ali 1995),
infrared sample roughly doubles the total number of stars,
then the infrared sample must include many more stars that
have essentially the same spatial distribution and mass dis-
tribution but that are located behind larger values of extinc-
tion. The properties of the embedded population are
discussed in more detail in et al. WeHillenbrand (1998).
conclude that the factor of 2 incompleteness in the optical

sample is the result of the extinction e†ects, but we remind
the reader of our arguments above on the near-
completeness of the optical] infrared sample.

With conÐdence that the existing optical ] infrared point
source surveys in the ONC are representative and, further-
more, not vastly incomplete, we can begin to investigate the
cluster structure and dynamics.

3. SURFACE DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS

We begin an initial reconnaissance of cluster structure by
Ðtting elliptical isocolumn density contours to the observed
star counts, shown in As described above, the starFigure 3.
counts were binned into pixels and then smoothed10A.8
with a two-dimensional symmetric Gaussian proÐle of
width p \ 3 pixels. This smoothing aided the subsequent
isodensity analysis, especially on large scales. We then used
the ellipse isophote-Ðtting program of the STSDAS analysis
package to search for centroids and elliptical isodensity
contours, using the mean area integration mode. During the
Ðtting procedure we assumed initially circular isophotes
and then allowed the center and the ellipticity to vary. We
found that ellipses with semimajor axes in the range D50AÈ
200A generally gave similar results. reports sampleTable 1
results for both the optical and optical ] infrared samples.
The inner three isophotal contours in both samples yield
reasonably consistent results for the cluster centroid and
ellipticity. Fits for larger semimajor axes did not yield sta-
tistically signiÐcant results, as indicated by the error esti-
mates ; this is not surprising, since on the largest scales the
isodensity structure appears much more like a Ðlament than
an ellipsoidal distribution.

The average centroid positions suggest a center near the
right ascension of h1 Ori C (the most massive star in the
ONC) but perhaps up to D25A north. The centroid Ðts on
the smallest scale lie closer, within 10A. As discussed further
in the following section, it may not be possible at this point
to determine the ““ center ÏÏ of the cluster to much better than
10AÈ20A.

The ellipse Ðtting on scales give a consistent esti-[200A
mate of the ellipticity of v\ 0.30^ 0.02, with a position
angle nearly north-south, h \ [14¡ ^ 6¡. The results are
similar for the optical-only sample. It is suggestive that both
the large-scale distribution of infrared sources &(Ali
DePoy and the Ðlamentary molecular gas in the1995)
region et al. are both extended(Castets 1990 ; Bergin 1996)
north-south ; the inner cluster structure may reÑect this ten-
dency as well.

The modest ellipticities found by this procedure, along
with the uncertainties in the stellar census, suggest that for
simplicity an initial exploration of cluster structure can be
made from stellar surface densities binned in azimuthal
averages. shows the azimuthally averagedFigure 4a
number of optical sources per unit area in logarithmic dis-
tance bins for two choices of centroid ; the ““ Ðt ÏÏ is centered
on the optical-only mean position given in whileTable 1,
the other distribution assumes that h1 Ori C deÐnes the
cluster center. indicates that there is little di†er-Figure 4a
ence in source counts adopting either center ; centering on
h1 Ori C provides a slightly more peaked central density, so
we adopt it in what follows, but the precise choice of center
does not a†ect our results. shows a comparisonFigure 4b
between the optical-only sample and the optical ] infrared
sample. As discussed above, including the infrared sources
roughly doubles the total number of objects but does not



FIG. 2.ÈRatio of optical-only surface density to the optical ] infrared surface density. The size and orientation of the image are the same as in Fig. 1.
Light shading indicates low values in the divided image, i.e., regions of proportionally larger contribution from the infrared sample relative to the optical
sample. Contours denote factor of 2 di†erences in surface densities. For reference, the contour around the central (Trapezium core) region corresponds to a
ratio of 0.64, while the contours around the two brighter regions to the immediate northwest and southwest of the central region have a ratio of 0.32. The lack
of structure in this divided image provides the basis for our conclusion that the optically visible and the infrared clusters are not structurally di†erent from
one another.

TABLE 1

ONC ELLIPSE FITTING

Semimajor Axis a(2000)[ a(h1 Ori C) d(2000)[ d(h1 Ori C) P.A.
(arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec) Eccentricity (deg)

Optical Only, 32A Smoothing

54 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.6^ 0.01 10.7^ 0.01 0.29^ 0.004 [13.2^ 0.4
108 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [12.4^ 0.09 24.1^ 0.13 0.32^ 0.018 [7.5^ 1.9
216 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [5.6^ 0.38 9.5^ 0.51 0.30^ 0.036 [13.9^ 4.1
532 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.1^ 0.75 10.5^ 1.39 0.54^ 0.032 3.2^ 2.6
Mean, 54È216 . . . . . . [7.2^ 4.6 14.8^ 8.1 0.30^ 0.02 [11.6^ 3.6

Optical] Infrared, 32A Smoothing

54 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.7^ 0.02 9.0^ 0.03 0.33^ 0.01 [18.2^ 0.7
108 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.1^ 0.07 19.4^ 0.10 0.34^ 0.01 [17.3^ 1.3
216 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [4.1^ 0.18 34.5^ 0.24 0.28^ 0.02 [6.8^ 2.2
532 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [7.0^ 0.58 67.9^ 0.95 0.49^ 0.025 7.1^ 2.2
Mean, 54È216 . . . . . . [1.5^ 3.7 21.0^ 12.8 0.31^ 0.03 [14.1^ 6.3
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FIG. 3.ÈResult of ellipse Ðtting to the projected surface density distribution for the optical ] infrared sample (gray scale), as discussed in the text. The
contours are for ellipses with semimajor axes of 54A, 108A, 216A, and 532A (see The size and orientation of the image are the same as inTable 1). Fig. 1.

change the overall appearance of the source counts versus
radius. Finally, the crosses in show the averageFigure 4b
densities from the ellipse Ðtting, plotted as a function of
semimajor axis instead of radius. The good agreement with
the azimuthal average suggests that we are not deriving a
strongly biased view of the source count densities by
averaging over the possibly Ñattened cluster structure.

4. VELOCITY INFORMATION

In order to interpret the observed surface density dis-
tribution in terms of a physical cluster model, we need some
estimate of the space velocities of cluster members and the
derived velocity dispersion. Orion is close enough to us that
both proper-motion and radial velocity measurements are
available, although the size of the sample for which three-
dimensional space motions are known is small (only a few
bright stars). If the individual stellar velocities indicate
random motion, then it is likely that the current orbits of
the stars are not too di†erent from their initial orbits. On
the other hand, if ordered motions (i.e., velocity

anisotropies) can be detected, then the cluster may have
evolved beyond its initial state. Comparison of the mean
stellar velocity dispersion and the velocity dispersion of the
gas can help determine whether the cluster dynamics are
still related to the cloud dynamics or if they are totally
independent of the cloud potential.

Strongly di†ering views on the ONC dynamics have been
proposed in the past based on di†erent data sets. The dis-
persion in the three-dimensional space velocities of cluster
members, with some stars moving toward and some away
from the cluster center, and no apparent trends in the radial
or tangential motions with projected cluster radius, led

to argue that star formation has occurred allWalker (1983)
throughout the ONC and that there is no bulk motion either
inward or outward of the stellar population. Thus, the stars
can be thought of as being located on their initial orbits.
However, although & Walker found a velocityJones (1988)
distribution that is basically isotropic, with a one-
dimensional dispersion of 2.34 ^ 0.09 km s~1, they inter-
preted a very slight trend of decreasing tangential velocity
dispersion and increasing radial velocity dispersionÈboth
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FIG. 4.ÈONC surface density distributions. In the upper panel, source
counts are shown for the optical-only sample in azimuthally averaged
logarithmic bins centered on h1 Ori C (open circles) and on the position of
a centroid Ðt to the data ( Ðlled circles) ; see text and There isTable 2.
essentially no di†erence in the projected surface densities for the di†erent
centers except in the innermost bins. In the lower panel, surface densities
for the optical and the optical] infrared samples are compared. The
overall trends are similar for these two samples, but there is a di†erence of
about a factor of 2 in the ordinate. Crosses indicate the isodensity measure-
ments from ellipse Ðtting to the optical ] infrared sample with the(Fig. 3),
abscissa in this case the ellipse semimajor axis rather than radius. Note in
both the upper and lower panels that the error bars refer only to counting
statistics and do not take any other source of error into account. The last
data bin is probably unreliable because of limits in the survey area.

with increasing radiusÈas evidence for expansion of the
cluster.3

In addition to the trend with cluster radius, there is also a
suggested trend in velocity dispersion with stellar mass.
Both the radial velocity and(Walker 1983 ; Johnson 1965)
proper-motion & Walker Altena et al.(Jones 1988 ; van

data show the same increase in dispersion toward1988)
later type and fainter (i.e., lower mass) stars. For the radial
velocities, the magnitude of the e†ect is a factor of D3 (see

over the spectral type range BÈK. For theWalker 1983)
proper motions, while Altena et al. found thevan (1988)
one-dimensional velocity dispersion of the B50 brightest
members (I\ 11 mag) to be 1.49 ^ 0.2 km s~1, Jones &
Walker found a larger velocity dispersion of 2.34^ 0.09 km
s~1 for their total sample of D900 stars brighter than
I¹ 16 mag. Jones & Walker conÐrmed the van Altena
results by presenting evidence for an increase by about 50%
in the velocity dispersion with apparent magnitude from

3 In contrast, Gerola, & SoÐa derived a radial contractionFallon, (1977)
term of 4.6 km s~1 pc~1 (16 km s~1 at their outer radius of 3.5 pc) from
proper motions of 120 stars ; the validity of this result may be called into
question, however, based on the poor agreement between the proper
motions of these authors and those of several subsequent investigators.

I\ 9È13 but a Ñat relationship between I\ 13È16. Because
mass estimates exist for 738 of the stars for which Jones &
Walker derived proper motions (665 of which are desig-
nated as cluster members), we can investigate this suggested
trend directly. Dividing the stellar mass range into logarith-
mic intervals of 0.5 dex and recalculating the velocity dis-
persion within each mass bin, we conÐrm the existence of a
slight trend of increasing velocity dispersion toward lower
masses. We Ðnd SpT \ 2.81 km s~1 for 0.1 \M/M

_
\ 0.3

stars and SpT \ 2.24 km s~1 for stars.1 \M/M
_

\ 3
However, for a cluster in energy equipartition, the massive
stars should impart energy to the less massive stars such
that the two components follow

p1
p2

\
Sm2

m1
.

Such a strong mass dependence of the velocity dispersion is
not seen in the ONC, with the data showing a factor of 10
change in mass producing only about a 25% change in
velocity dispersion. This suggests that the ONC can be
adequately described by a single-velocity-dispersion model.

There is little evidence for velocity anisotropy in the
proper-motion data, with the ratio of the radial velocity
dispersion to the tangential velocity dispersion di†erent
from unity only by 2% in the Jones & Walker study. For a
characteristically brighter sample of stars, van Altena et al.
found a ratio of radial-to-tangential velocity dispersion of
1.34 but interpreted it as being consistent with an isotropic
velocity distribution.

5. CLUSTER MODELS

In an exploratory attempt to understand the ONC stellar
distribution in physical terms, we compare the observed
source counts with the typical models used for cluster struc-
ture, i.e., King or lowered isothermal sphere models (see

& Tremaine With these isotropic models oneBinney 1987).
assumes a distribution function in energy (E\ 1/2v2] ')
only, instead of a more general distribution function that
also includes angular momentum (J \ rv). One then inte-
grates the distribution function, f (E), over all velocities and
solves PoissonÏs equation to determine a radial density
proÐle that is compared with the observations.

The applicability of King models to the ONC cluster is
uncertain for the following reasons : (1) the possibility that
the cluster is not yet close enough to dynamical equilibrium
for these models to apply (e.g., the cluster is not spherical,
and the molecular gas may play an important role in estab-
lishing the gravitational potential) ; (2) the implicit assump-
tion in the models that the stellar distribution can be treated
in a statistical manner (so that as the system evolves
because of two-body encounters, the change in velocity pro-
duced by any single encounter can be considered as small),
strictly true only for large-number (3) thesamples ;4
probable lack of a truly isotropic velocity distribution (in
which case the Michie-King distribution function in energy
and angular momentum is more appropriate) given that the

found that the di†erences between the solutions of the4 Retterer (1979)
Fokker-Planck equation (on which the King models are based) and the
solutions of the Kolmogorov-Feller equation (which is more appropriate
for Ðnite numbers of stars) go approximately as 1/ln N, independent of
velocity. Thus, the application of dynamical equilibrium models to the
current sample of only several thousand stars is valid, with the primary
e†ect being on the tail of the velocity distribution.
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cluster is not yet old enough to have undergone collisional
and (4) the large range in mass (0.1È50relaxation ;5 M

_
)

among the cluster stars, which implies that a separate dis-
tribution function should be considered for each mass com-
ponent. Nevertheless, we feel that comparison with simple
physical models is justiÐed for exploratory purposes. The
ONC is the only nearby young cluster for which the stellar
population is large enough (and sufficiently well studied) to
begin attempting a comparison, and the King models
involve a minimum number of parameters. The models
enable us to translate observed surface densities into physi-
cal volume densities for studying the cluster structure. In
the remainder of this section we describe the Ðtting pro-
cedure for matching King models to the ONC surface
density distribution and the resulting cluster physical
parameters.

5.1. Fitting Procedure
A cluster model is described by its central potential W0\

((0)/p2 and is scaled to the observations via the core radius
deÐned as the projected radius at which the surface[r0,density is approximately one-half of its central value,

and either the central mass density or&(R0) \ 0.5&(0)] (o0)the one-dimensional velocity dispersion (p). Specifying the
cluster concentration (the logarithmic ratio of the core
radius, to the truncation radius, is equivalent tor0, r

t
)

specifying the central potential. We found agreement using
both the optical-only and the combined optical] infrared
source counts with the simple King cluster models. Com-
parison with the Hubble model (which is essentially equiva-
lent to the King model except that it does not take
truncation into account) shows that the e†ect of an outer
truncation radius is negligible, especially so since the outer-
most radial bins are a†ected by the limited survey areas.
The core radii derived for the optical-only and the
optical] infrared samples are similar (although slightly
smaller values are found for the optical-only sample), and so
for statistical purposes we focus our e†orts to derive the
best model Ðts on the total optical ] infrared sample. The
models are all for the same cluster concentration since the
results are not very sensitive to the truncation radius.

In we compare the King models with theFigure 5
optical] infrared source counts summed in logarithmic
spatial bins. Including only those bins from log h \ [2¡.5
to log the s2 values show a broad minimum forh \ [0¡.7,
core radii in the range of 90AÈ65A, or about 0.21 to about
0.16 pc. These results are consistent with the analysis of
McCaughrean & Stau†er, who tried to Ðt a King model
with a core radius of 30A to their data and found that the
model was too sharply peaked compared with their source
counts. For the 10 data bins considered, the best values of
s2 were around 40È45. Although these high values nomin-
ally indicate a poor Ðt, it was assumed during the Ðtting
procedure that the only source of error is counting statistics.
This is highly unlikely, given the problems of nonuniform
sampling, variable extinction, departures from spherical
symmetry, etc. If the errors in source counts in the spatial
range around 70AÈ180A were more like 3%È4% rather than
the D1%È2% derived from counting statistics, the s2 values

5 All available evidence (see suggests, however, that there is no° 4)
anisotropy, and even if so, such an e†ect would inÑuence only the high-
velocity tail of the distribution.

FIG. 5.ÈComparison of cluster models (solid and dashed lines) with
observed source counts (dotted line with Ðlled circles). Two di†erent cluster
models are shown. The pc model provides the best Ðt to ther0\ 0.21
overall cluster, although is not well matched to the central bins. The r0\
0.16 pc model more accurately describes the central cluster.

would indicate adequate agreement of the models with
observations. On the other hand, the s2 results may indicate
that the ONC cannot be represented precisely by a simple
King model. Because this Ðtting is scaled to the overall
cluster structure, it weights the outer regions where most of
the stars reside, and the corresponding central density
values are less certain. The best estimates for core properties
should probably be derived without the constraint of Ðtting
large-scale cluster structure. Weighting the inner source
counts more heavily suggests a smaller core radius and
hence a considerably higher central density than that found
from Ðtting the overall cluster with a larger core radius.

The relatively small core radius of the ONC suggests a
high concentration value, as well as a largec\ log (r

t
/r0),uncertainty in the concentration. Although the limited

survey area does not allow us to constrain the truncation
radius, very well, the Ðtted model is for ((0)/p2\ 9 orr

t
,

cB 2 & Tremaine Fig. 4-10), comparable to(Binney 1987,
the concentrations of globular clusters. Given the observ-
ational uncertainties, it is somewhat remarkable that a
simple, single-mass, velocity-isotropic cluster model Ðts the
ONC data so well. Although the model is unlikely to be
correct in detail given that it does not include physical
e†ects known to be present in the ONC, such as the mass
spectrum and the potential of the molecular gas, it is diffi-
cult to justify more complex modeling at this time. We thus
adopt the single-mass, pc King model as ar0\ 0.16È0.21
reasonable description of the cluster.

5.2. Results for Physical Parameters
We may use the King model comparison in two ways.

First, we can use the model as a Ðtting function to derive
intrinsic volume densities of stars from the observed surface
densities. This is independent of the appropriateness of the
physical assumptions used to construct the model and can
be justiÐed by appealing to the comparison in of aFigure 5
spherically symmetric model with the observed surface den-
sities. Second, we may use the model to explore physical
conditions in the cluster by assuming that the model is
physically correct, and then deriving additional physical
quantities to explore possible consistency.

In the limit of high central concentration (which is appro-
priate for practical purposes here), the relation between the
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TABLE 2

ONC/TRAPEZIUM CLUSTER PARAMETERS

Parameter King Model Fit 1 King Model Fit 2

r0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.205 pc 0.164 pc
&0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.9 ] 103 stars pc~2 5.6] 103 stars pc~2
n0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.5 ] 103 stars pc~2 1.7] 104 stars pc~2
N

c
(r ¹ 2.06 pc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2180 stars 2320 stars

Nproj (r ¹ 2.06 pc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2750 stars 2880 stars
o0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.1 ] 104 M

_
pc~3 3.3] 104 M

_
pc~3

Virial mass (r ¹ 2.06 pc) . . . . . . 4800 M
_

4500 M
_SM

*
T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.2 M

_
1.9 M

_

Parameter Observed Value

Nproj (r ¹ 2.06 pc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2817 stars
N

c
(r ¹ 2.06 pc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2260 stars

Stellar mass (r ¹ 2.06 pc) . . . . . . 1800 M
_SM

*
T (r ¹ 2.06 pc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8 M

_SM
*
T (r ¹ r0) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.4 M

_

is the true number of stars within radius r of the center ; is theNOTE.ÈN
c
(r) Nproj(r)number of stars observed projected on the sky within impact parameter r.

central surface density and the true central volume&0density n0 is6
&0\ 2n0 r0 . (1)

From the above discussion we estimate that the core radius
lies in the range pc, depending on which Ðt isr0B 0.16È0.21
used. We carry through calculations for both limits, though,
as mentioned above, because of the weighting of the outer
regions, the larger core radius value does not correspond
well to the observed number counts in the center. As shown
in the best estimate of the central stellar density isTable 2,
1.7] 104 stars pc~3. This value is approximately 40% of
the central density estimated by McCaughrean & Stau†er
from their sample ; most of this di†erence is due to the
smaller core radius assumed by McCaughrean & Stau†er.
We note that although the central density and the concen-
tration of the ONC are both comparable to the values
found for globular clusters the total mass(Djorgovski 1993),
of the ONC is far less than that typical of globular clusters ;
see discussion below and also Figure 1 of Herbig (1994).

We can also use the model to correct for the presence of
stars appearing at smaller projected distances than their
true distances. The utility of this exercise extends beyond
the current investigation of cluster structure, as we may use
the same correction factors from two- to three-dimensional
quantities to investigate true (as opposed to projected)
radial gradients in the properties of the stellar population
(e.g., the fraction of stars with circumstellar disks with
cluster radius). We limit our analysis to radii r ¹ 2.06 pc in
order to be comfortably inside the region surveyed. This
overlaps slightly with the OMC-2 infrared cluster about 14@
north of the ONC core [bottom] ; see also Ali &(Fig. 1
DePoy), but there does not seem to be a large e†ect from
this region. The models suggest that about 20% of the stars
projected within this radius are actually at larger radial

from h1Ori C; this uncertainty in the outer struc-distances7
ture does not strongly a†ect our estimates of the total

6 Numerical integration of our c\ 2 models yields a coefficient of 1.98,
close to the value of 2.00 from the high-concentration limit.

7 See Table 4-1 of & Tremaine for general relationshipsBinney (1987)
between true and projected densities for the isothermal sphere.

number of stars within this radius. We adopt a limiting
radius to the cluster of 2.06 pc in what follows.

Thus far, all conclusions we have drawn are based solely
on the observed source counts with radius and the assump-
tion of spherical symmetry. We next investigate the mass
needed if the assumption of virial equilibrium is correct,
which can be determined from the cluster parameters
already in hand and an assumed velocity dispersion. As
discussed above, Jones & Walker found that the averaged
radial and tangential velocity dispersions were roughly
equal at p B 2.3 km s~1, and we use that value here. Table 2
illustrates the results of the following discussion assuming
the two values of and discussed above.&0 r0In the King models the central mass density is related to
the one-dimensional (isotropic) velocity dispersion p and
the core radius through the relation

o0\ 9p2
4nGr02

. (2)

The virial mass implied by the model Ðts and the adopted
velocity dispersion for r ¹ 2.06 pc is then D4500 WeM

_
.

may compare this with estimates of the mass in stars in this
region. The observed number of stars within this radius is

and we correct this for projection e†ects toNproj \ 2817,
estimate the true number of stars within the appropriate
radius as An average mass of D0.8 wasN

c
B 2260. M

_observed for the representative sample discussed by
comparable to the average mass ofHillenbrand (1997),

D0.7 for the initial mass functionM
_

Miller-Scalo (1979)
(IMF) truncated at M \ 0.1 The total mass in stars isM

_
.8

then D1800 or about 40% of the mass required forM
_

,
virial equilibrium. One might worry that this is an inap-
propriate way to estimate the total cluster mass if sources
are still missing from the photometric surveys. Another esti-
mate of the cluster mass may be calculated by assuming
that the mass distribution follows the & ScaloMiller (1979)
function, for which 8.5% of the mass is found in stars more
massive than 10 The observed mass of supraÈ10M

_
. M

_

8 Note that while the median mass for this distribution is 0.3 theM
_

,
average mass is 0.7 M

_
.
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stars in the ONC is 138 for the optically visible sampleM
_and for the infrared sample (counting only BNZ40 M

_and IRc2), yielding a predicted total cluster mass of D2100
which is consistent with but higher than the value ofM

_
,

D1800 derived from star counts. Note that these totalM
_mass estimates do not include any additional mass con-

tained in the fainter components of unresolved multiple
systems. Viewing the issue of cluster equilibrium in an alter-
native but equivalent manner, the mean mass per star inte-
rior to radius r is

SM
*
(r)T \ /0r o(r)4nr2 dr

/0r n(r)4nr2 dr
. (3)

Since the simple model does not include a mass distribution
and therefore mass segregation, the mean mass per star is
implicitly constant with radius and can be evaluated at the
center :

SM
*
T \ o0

n0
. (4)

Virial equilibrium due to the mass in stars alone would
require an average stellar mass of 1.9 This is more thanM

_
.

a factor of 2 larger than the observed average mass of D0.8
again indicating that the mass in stars is insufficient forM

_
,

equilibrium. We note, however, that the mass in stars does
not fall far below the º50% of virial equilibrium that
would be required for a negative total energy, i.e., a bound
system. We return to this point in where we consider° 6.3,
the possible gravitating e†ects of the gas in the region.

6. DISCUSSION

We have used an equilibrium spherical cluster model
with stars possessing a Maxwellian velocity distribution to
help interpret the geometrical distribution and physical
state of the ONC. The structure predicted by this model is
not vastly di†erent from that which is observed from stellar
source counts. At Ðrst thought, it is somewhat surprising
that the data look so much like the virial equilibrium, Max-
wellian velocity distribution King models. The usual physi-
cal interpretation of these models is that the stellar system
has relaxed via two-body interactions, thereby achieved
energy equipartition, and subsequently undergone mass
segregation. In the ONC, however, the cluster is so young
that it probably has not gravitationally relaxed, though it
may be in the process of virialization via violent relaxation

& Tremaine Yet there is also evidence for at(Binney 1987).
least some mass segregation. The question then arises, is the
King model comparison physically meaningful ? In this
section we attempt to address these issues.

6.1. Relaxation
Several observational results suggest that the ONC

cluster may be so young that it has not collisionally relaxed.
These observational indications follow:

1. Cluster elongation.ÈThe ONC clearly is not spher-
ically symmetric, especially on large (r [ 0.5 pc) scales.
Unless the cluster has a large angular momentum, which
seems unlikely, this elongation suggests that it has not
adjusted from its initial state, especially given the good
match between the stellar extension and the molecular gas
Ðlamentary distribution in the region.

2. Extreme stellar youth.ÈThe stellar age distribution
found in indicates that most of the starsHillenbrand (1997)
have ages less than 1 Myr, with the mean age D0.8 Myr.
These ages are shorter than the cluster crossing time, q

c
\

2r/p \ 2(2.06 pc)/2.34 km s~1B 1.8 Myr ; this number is a
lower limit if the cluster is in fact larger than our assumed
outer radius of 2.06 pc. More than one crossing time is
needed for collisional relaxation (see below).

3. Existence of remnant molecular gas.ÈThere is a sub-
stantial amount of molecular gas behind the ONC, with
sufficient mass (several] 103 see to have a sig-M

_
; ° 6.3)

niÐcant gravitational e†ect. Unless this material is far in the
background of the ONC, which seems unlikely given the
partially embedded nature of the cluster, and given that
models for the ionization of the Orion Nebula place at least
some of this material within about 0.2 pc of h1 Ori C (see

the presence of molecular gas suggests the extreme° 6.3),
youth of the associated stellar population. Furthermore,
large amounts of remnant gas suggest that some dynamical
evolution may be occurring as the central OB stars help
disperse this material.

In summary, it appears unlikely from a qualitative stand-
point that the cluster has evolved enough from its initial
state to have undergone collisional relaxation.

In order to investigate the possibility of cluster relaxation
more quantitatively, we Ðrst consider the collisional relax-
ation time that refers to a star of average mass. The half-
mass relaxation time is & Hart(Spitzer 1971 ; Spitzer 1987)

q
rh

\ 2 ] 106 (r
h
/pc)3@2N1@2

(M
*
/M

_
)1@2 ln 0.4N

yr , (5)

where is the half-mass radius of a cluster, N is the numberr
hof stars within that radius, and is the mean mass perM

*star.
Using our outer region of 2.06 pc, the model

suggest that half of the cluster mass is con-comparisons9
tained within pc, for a total number of stars ofr

h
D 0.8

N D 2800 and an assumed mean mass per star of(Table 2)
from the Miller-Scalo IMF. With theseM

*
\ 0.7 M

_values, Myr, much longer than the H-R diagramq
rh

D 6.5
ages of the stars, and thus we conclude that the ONC has
not had sufficient time for encounters between most stars to
decrease any initial departures from a Maxwellian velocity
distribution signiÐcantly. This long timescale suggests that
violent relaxation & Davies which may be in(Bonnell 1997),
the process of occurring, could be partly responsible for the
relative mass independence of the velocity dispersion (° 4).
Violent relaxation, which requires a time-varying overall
gravitational potential & Tremaine is espe-(Binney 1987),
cially plausible if the molecular gas in the region contributes
appreciably to the cluster potential since the gas is(° 6.3),
likely to be evolving rapidlyÈperhaps still falling in. On the
other hand, the cluster simply could have formed in a near-
equilibrium manner.

Although the ONC as whole has not yet collisionally
relaxed, the inner core (i.e., the Trapezium region) may
have. Applying the more general collisional relaxation time
estimate & Shapiro to the(Lightman 1977 ; Spitzer 1987)

9 The half-mass radius produced by the model, 0.8 pc, agrees with the
value of 0.8 pc calculated from the optical analysis for the projected radius
within which of the optically visible mass is contained.12
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innermost regions,

q
r
\ 3.4] 109 (J3p/km s~1)3

(n/pc~3)(M
*
/M

_
)2 ln 0.4N

yr . (6)

Adopting the core parameters (and including projection
e†ects) pc~3, stars,n0\ 1.7 ] 104 N0D 2.1n0 r03D 160

km s~1, and we Ðndp0\ 2.5 SM
*
T0\ 2.4 M

_
, q

r
(r \ 0) D

0.6 Myr, comparable to the mean stellar age in the inner
cluster.

6.2. Mass Segregation
The existence of a mass spectrum in the ONC implies

that the true dynamical situation is more complicated than
our initial simpliÐed treatment. The most signiÐcant di†er-
ence between the single-mass and the multimass models (for
our discussion of the ONC) is that the multimass model
evolves on a shorter timescale than the single-mass model
does. If the system is older than a dynamical time but less
than a collisional relaxation time, encounters between stars
are important and massive stars can impart energy to less
massive stars, leading to more rapid mass segregation than
suggested by equations and In this case, the core(5) (6).
radius will be di†erent for di†erent mass components, m

i
.

These individual mass components will evolve relative to
the cluster as a whole on timescales proportional to SMT/m

isee also & Weinberg(Spitzer 1987 ; Cherno† 1990).
There is indeed clear evidence for mass segregation in the

ONC, with the highest mass stars preferentially found
toward the center of the cluster as has been known for over
Ðve decades. To test whether there is evidence for more
general mass segregation, we present in cumulativeFigure 6
distributions with radius of stars contained within di†erent
mass intervals. This Ðgure includes only the 665 stars cur-
rently located on the theoretical H-R diagram that are also
designated as proper-motion cluster members (note that
this requirement removes many likely cluster members that
simply do not have measured proper motions). We show
four di†erent panels to illustrate the sensitivity of the cumu-
lative plots to the limiting radius. Inside 1.0 pc, ““ general ÏÏ
mass segregation appears to be established in the ONC,
with stars of masses less than 0.3, 0.3È1.0, 1.0È5.0, and
greater than 5 progressively more centrally concen-M

_trated with increasing mass. Beyond 1.0 pc, the evidence for
general mass segregation is less compelling than at smaller
projected radii. Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests
conÐrm the statement that the radial distribution of the
highest mass stars is distinguished from all others at very
high conÐdence levels, P\ 10~3. Even out to the edge of
the area surveyed, the greater than 5 component showsM

_clear central concentration. The cumulative radial distribu-
tions for the lower mass bins cannot, however, be distin-
guished from one another to satisfactory statistical
signiÐcance at all cluster radii. Experimentation with the
mass bins leads us to conclude that there is some evidence
for general mass segregation down to D1È2 but notM

_
,

below this.
We can also quantify the mass segregation by investigat-

ing the mean stellar mass as a function of projected cluster
radius. Averaged over all radii r \ 2.5 pc, the mean stellar
mass derived from the optical H-R diagram is 0.72È0.85

(depending on which set of preÈmain-sequence tracks isM
_used), similar to the Miller & Scalo value of 0.7 As aM

_
.

function of projected radius, the mean stellar mass appears

FIG. 6.ÈCumulative radial distributions of source counts over di†erent
mass intervals. Four di†erent limiting radii are shown in the four panels, to
illustrate the sensitivity of the cumulative plots to the outer radius. This
Ðgure shows clear evidence for segregation of stars more massive than
5 (long-dashed lines) toward the cluster center and some evidence forM

_general mass segregation persisting down to 1È2 M
_

.

relatively Ñat within the errors inward to less than 0.1 pc
where it then begins to rise toward smaller radii.(D12r0),This e†ect is not due to incompleteness of the spectroscopic

sample since it remains the case even when all optical stars
without mass estimates (i.e., spectral types) are assumed to
have an average mass. We interpret the increase in the mean
mass per star with decreasing radius as additional evidence
for segregation of the most massive stars toward the inner
cluster. Within 0.05 pc the mean mass per star rises above
D2È4 to a peak value of D6È9 (where the range isM

_
M

_derived from assuming average masses for all optical stars
without mass estimates vs. including only those stars with
known spectral types). If h1 Ori C (M B 50 is notM

_
)

counted in these calculations, the mean mass rises to a peak
value of just D1.3È2 but still twice the mean mass atM

_
,

all radii, r [ 0.05 pc.
Is the observed mass segregation a primordial feature of

the cluster or the result of dynamical evolution? Standard
calculations & Shull suggest that dynamical(Spitzer 1975)
mass segregation occurs on a timescale although theDq

rh
,

appropriateness of for anything but the mean stellarq
rhmass should be clariÐed. According to(eq. [5]) Spitzer

the relative timescale for the dynamical evolution of(1987),
two di†erent mass components is

q1
q2

B 0.44
m2
m1

A
1 ] p12

p22
B3@2

. (7)
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Setting and kmq2\ q
rh
, m2\ SM

*
T \ 0.8 M

_
, p2\ 2.34

s~1, we Ðnd that 10 stars with a velocity dispersion ofM
_1.5 km s~1 should evolve in D6% of the time required(° 4)

for evolution of a star of average mass and average velocity
dispersion. With Myr and a cluster age of less thanq

rh
\ 6.5

1 Myr but greater than 0.06] 6.5 Myr, theseMyr Z 0.4
results suggest that the positions of the most massive stars
may be due, in part, to dynamical evolution. More sophisti-
cated numerical modeling of clusters similar to the ONC in
terms of the total number of stars and the mass spectrum by

& Davies show that some degree of massBonnell (1997)
segregation (but not full mass segregation) does indeed
occur within just a few crossing times. The timescale for
segregation depends most strongly on the number of stars
in the cluster and on the relationship between the velocity
dispersion and stellar mass [with clusters containing
smaller numbers of stars and steeper p(M) relationships seg-
regating more quickly]. Their simulations also include clus-
ters (1) in and out of virial equilibrium, (2) of spherical and
oblate shape, and (3) of di†erent radial surface density pro-
Ðles ; little dependence on any these variables is found.

& Davies claim that in order to produce aBonnell (1997)
Trapezium-type system (three of the six most massive stars
located in the inner within just a few crossing times,0.1r

h
)

these massive stars most likely formed within the inner 10%
of the cluster. Like these authors, we conclude based our
analysis above that the structure of the ONC is more likely
the result of initial conditions than the result of dynamical
evolution. The morphology of the Trapezium H II region
also supports a picture in which its ionizing O and B stars
probably did not form far from where they are located
todayÈat its center and at the center of the extended stellar
cluster.

Such a ““ core-halo ÏÏ structure, in which higher mass stars
are concentrated toward the centers of extended lower mass
clusters, has been found previously for other relatively
young stellar systems. These include IC 1805 (q\ 1È3 Myr ;

et al. NGC 6530 (q\ 1È3 Myr ; &Sagar 1988) ; McNamara
Sekiguchi NGC 6913 (q\ 4È6 Myr ; et al.1986) ; Sagar

NGC 3293 (q\ 6È23 Myr ; & Miller1988) ; Herbst 1982) ;
NGC 654 (q\ 17 Myr ; NGC 581 (q\ 3È30Stone 1980) ;
Myr ; et al. h and s Per (q\ 20È30 Myr andSagar 1988) ;
10È27 Myr, respectively ; Tr 1 (q\ 25 Myr ;Vogt 1971) ;

et al. M35 (q\ 20È40 Myr ; MathieuSagar 1988) ; 1983a,
and the Pleiades (q\ 70È120 Myr ; Leeuwen1983b) ; van

In all of these cases, the ages are within a factor of1983).
about 2È3 of the average collisional relaxation times, and so
given errors of the same magnitude in the relaxation time
estimates, the evidence for primordial mass segregation is
generally weak. However, ““ core-halo ÏÏ structure is also
found for the young embedded clusters Mon R2 (Carpenter
et al. and NGC 2024 et al. where, like1997) (Meyer 1998)
the ONC, the total potential still has a signiÐcant contribu-
tion from a molecular gas component that is usually
thought to impede the process of dynamical mass segrega-
tion. That the outer regions of the ONC and of the embed-
ded clusters are not even 1 crossing time old argues strongly
that any mass segregation must be primordial. By analogy,
we suggest that at least some of the core-halo appearance of
the other young clusters mentioned above may be a product
of the star formation process itself and not caused solely via
dynamical evolution. This suggestion is similar to the con-
clusions on the nature of mass segregation in relatively
young stellar systems reached by et al. and bySagar (1988)

& Sekiguchi conjecturedMcNamara (1986). Larson (1982)
similarly, based on morphological evidence alone, that
massive stars must form in dense cluster centers.

6.3. Boundedness
As discussed in the comparison between models and° 5.2,

the observed stellar population suggests that the stellar
mass in the ONC is D40% of that needed for virial equi-
librium. However, before concluding that the ONC is not
close to virial equilibrium, we need to consider the gravita-
tional potential of the gas in the region.

How much mass in gas is there? The Ðlament of dense
molecular gas out of which the ONC was recently formed
extends in a north-south direction : D5 pc to the north of
and D3 pc to the south (before bending eastward and
fanning out into the generally lower density L1641 cloud) of
h1 Ori C, according to the maps of et al.Bally (1987).
Although the molecular surveys (13CO by et al.Bally 1987 ;
C18O by et al. CS by et al.Dutrey 1993 ; Tatematsu 1993 ;
and by & Wilson cover just about allNH3 Cesaroni 1994)
of the D4.1] 4.6 pc area considered here, most of the gas
(as well as most of the stellar population) is concentrated in
an area just D1 pc wide.

Bergin, & Lis Ðnd 580 containedGoldsmith, (1997) M
_within D0.36] 1.4 pc, while et al. Ðnd 2200Bally (1987)

within D1 ] 2.1 pc, and et al. Ðnd aboutM
_

Castets (1990)
8000 over an 8 pc north-south extension. Although theM

_techniques used in these studies to estimate the gas masses
are quite di†erent, we are encouraged that the masses do
appear to correlate directly with the length of the Ðlament
over which measurements were made. If, therefore, we can
safely scale from these estimates to the 4.1 pc length con-
sidered in this paper for the stellar population, we estimate
about 4000 in gas. Suggestively, this is comparable toM

_the virial mass derived from the cluster model and about
twice the mass known to exist in stars.

The precise gravitating e†ect of this molecular gas is
somewhat uncertain. It clearly lies behind the Orion Nebula
(see the review in & OÏDell but its distanceWen 1995),
behind the stellar cluster is unknown. If the depth of the
molecular cloud is comparable to its width on the sky, it
cannot be much deeper than 1 pc. Since models for the
ionization of the nebula indicate that the distance from h1
Ori C to the ionization front is only 0.2 pc & OÏDell(Wen

this strongly suggests that the molecular gas must be1995),
just immediately behind the optical stars and, thus, that it
contributes strongly to the gravitational potential in the
region. Several factors that suggest a close relationship
between the molecular material and the current stellar
clusterÈthe large mass in molecular gas, its high column
density, its coincidence on the sky with the stellar cluster in
terms of projected width and north-south elongation, and
the fact that the molecular gas reaches to within almost one
core radius of the central stars of the TrapeziumÈpoint to a
picture in which much star formation has yet to occur in the
ONC. Indeed, the BN and KL regions lie a projected dis-
tance on the sky comparable to the core radius as well, and
the associated cluster of radio sources & Reid(Menten

may represent just-forming stars that will eventually1995)
merge with the rest of the ONC.

Since the mass in stars is already D40% of that required
for virial equilibrium, if even a modest fraction (10%È20%)
of the molecular gas remaining in the region forms stars, it
appears likely that the ONC will be ultimately bound gravi-
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tationally. There may yet be some time for this star forma-
tion to occur. The Orion Nebula is thought to be a
““ blister ÏÏ H II region, in which an ionization front moves
into a molecular cloud and the ionized gas Ñows away from
the front at nearly the sound speed of D10 km s~1 (see

et al. and references therein). & OÏDellBaldwin 1991 Wen
estimate that the ionization front may be moving(1995)

into the cloud (if h1 Ori C is not moving) at about 0.5 km
s~1, which would suggest that it might take 2 Myr for the
front to pass through the molecular gas. Alternatively, we
might estimate the lifetime of the molecular gas from the
evaporation timescale. Directly behind h1 Ori C the elec-
tron density in the region just above the ionization front is
D5 ] 103 cm~3 & OÏDell allowing this(Wen 1995) ;
material to expand at 10 km s~1 results in an estimated
particle loss of D5 ] 109 cm~2 s~1. If the reservoir of
molecular material has an or a column densityA

V
D 50,

D1023 cm~2, then the evaporation timescale is 0.6 Myr,
again comparable to the estimated ages of stars in the
region.

& OÏDell emphasize the importance of theWen (1995)
motion of h1 Ori C (which is poorly known) in causing
changes in the ionization of the molecular gas and the struc-
ture of the nebula. However, no matter where h1 Ori C is
moving, or how fast, it cannot plausibly scour out all of the
molecular gas on a timescale much less than 1 Myr, since it
can only move in one direction. In this connection it is
important to remember that most of the mass of the ONC
and the associated gas lies on scales D1È2 pcÈmuch larger
than the core. The observational situation suggests the
““ turning-on ÏÏ of the massive stars may not stop low-mass
star formation instantaneously ; the timescale for disruption
of the very dense molecular gas after massive star formation
may be a signiÐcant fraction of the overall duration of
cluster formation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Based on comparison of current optical and infrared
stellar surveys of the ONC with simple virial equilibrium
cluster models, we have argued that the Trapezium
““ cluster ÏÏ is most naturally viewed not as a distinct entity
but rather as the core region of the larger ONC. From this
point of view it also seems plausible that the BN and KL
regions, which probably lie within 0.5 pc of the ONC center,
may be part of the same cluster and represent the end
phases of rapid star formation in this remarkably young
and dense region.

Several lines of evidence suggest that the stellar distribu-
tion has not collisionally relaxed on large scales. The elon-
gation of the cluster directly traces the general north-south
Ðlamentary distribution of molecular gas in the region and
probably represents the initial conditions of cluster forma-

tion by gravitational fragmentation from Ðlamentary
molecular gas. Also, the stellar ages are lower by factors of
several than the standard timescales needed for collisional
relaxation.

Stars of higher mass in the ONC are preferentially found
closer to the cluster center than stars of lower mass. This
appears not to be the result of dynamical mass segregation,
since several collisional relaxation times are needed for
mass segregation. These results provide limited obser-
vational support for the idea that the formation of higher
mass stars can be enhanced by environmental conditions.
The high gas densities that must have been present in the
ONC core could have provided an ideal environment for
the rapid accretion thought to be necessary to form high-
mass stars (e.g., et al.Bonnell 1997).

The likelihood that the ONC is not collisionally relaxed
even though it shows mass segregation makes it perhaps sur-
prising that the King models are a reasonable representa-
tion of the (azimuthally averaged) density structure.
According to & Tremaine and to the simula-Binney (1987)
tions of & Davies D10 crossing times areBonnell (1997),
needed to approach virial equilibrium. Not even the center-
most portions of the ONC, where the crossing (and thus
two-body relaxation) times are the shortest, are that old. If,
however, violent relaxation is important, the stars could
achieve an approximately mass-independent Maxwellian
velocity distribution within just one or a few dynamical
times, and so the cluster might not need to undergo stan-
dard two-body relaxation before appearing to resemble a
standard virialized cluster model. On the other hand, the
cluster simply could have formed nearly in virial equi-
librium.

We estimate that the current mass in stars is within a
factor of 2 of that needed for virial equilibrium, suggesting
that at least some portion of the ONC may be gravita-
tionally bound. If even a modest fraction of the remnant
molecular gas in the region will eventually form stars, it
seems likely that in a few Myr the ONC will become a
gravitationally bound open cluster.
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general with J. Stau†er. We also thank the referee, Douglas
Heggie, for his careful review of our manuscript. Support to
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grant HF1060.01-94A from the Space Telescope Science
Institute, which is operated by the Association of Uni-
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tract NAS5-26555. L. W. H. was supported in part by
NASA grant NAGW-4282. Publication of this work was
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